In this paper, we import tensor index notation including Einstein summation notation into programming by introducing two kinds of functions, tensor functions and scalar functions. Tensor functions are functions that contract the tensors given as an argument, and scalar functions are the others. As with ordinary functions, when a tensor function obtains a tensor as an argument, the tensor function treats the tensor as it is as a tensor. On the other hand, when a scalar function obtains a tensor as an argument, the scalar function is applied to each component of the tensor. This paper shows that, by introducing these two kinds of functions, index notation can be imported into whole programming, that means we can use index notation for arbitrary functions, without requiring annoying description to enable each function to handle tensors. This method can be applied to arbitrary programming languages.
Introduction
Tensor analysis is one of the fields of mathematics that we can easily find notations that are not imported into popular programming languages. [Fleisch(2011) ] [Schutz(1980) ] Index notation is one of such notations and widely used by mathematicians to describe expressions in tensor analysis concisely. This paper proposes a method to import it into programming.
Tensor analysis is also a field that has wide range of application. For example, it is famous that tensor analysis is used to describe general theory of relativity. Not only that, tensor analysis plays an important role in many theories of physics such as fluid dynamics. In the fields more familiar to computer scientists, tensor analysis is also necessary for computer vision. [Hartley and Zisserman(2003) ] Tensor analysis also appears in the theory of machine learning that handles multidimensional data. For example, Tensor-Flow [Abadi et al.(2016) ], one of frameworks for deep learning which became Figure 1 : Formula of Riemann curvature tensor popular in the industry over the last few years, provides functions for the programmers to easily operate the tensor. The importance of calculations dealing with tensors is increasing day by day even in computer science. Concise notation for tensor calculations in programming will simplify technical programming in many areas. Therefore, it is important to study a method to describe tensor calculation concisely in programs.
There are a lot of existing work to import index notation into programming. For example, in computer algebra systems, Wolfram language [Wolfram(2016a)] supports notation close to index notation. Another computer algebra system Maxima [max(2016) ] has an extension library to support index notation. There is also research on language extensions to import index notation into common programming languages such as C ++. [Åhlander(2002)] Among them, the novelty of this paper is that it introduced two kinds of functions, tensor functions and scalar functions to import tensor index notation including Einstein notation and enabled to use index notation for all user defined functions. Tensor functions are functions that contract the tensors given as an argument, and scalar functions are the others. For example, the inner product of vectors and the multiplication of matrices are accompanied by contraction of the tensors, so they are tensor functions. Most other functions such as '+', ' -', '* ', and '/' are scalar functions. This paper shows that, by introducing these two kinds of functions, index notation can be imported into programming without requiring annoying description to enable each function to handle tensors. This method can be applied to arbitrary programming languages.
The method proposed in this paper has been already implemented in the Egison programming language [Egi(2016) ]. Egison is a functional language that has a lazy evaluation strategy and supports symbolic computation. In reading this paper, it is okey to think that it is a language extended Scheme to support symbolic computation. Now, we introduce a sample program by Egison. The mathematical expression in figure 1 that appears in tensor analysis can be expressed in Egison as shown in figure 2. When expressing the same mathematical expression in a general way by Wolfram language, it becomes a program as shown in figure 3. In the program by Wolfram language, it is assumed that all dimensions corresponding to each index of the tensor are a constant 'M'.
Please note that the double loop which consists of the Table expression and the Sum expression appears in the program in Wolfram language, whereas the program in Egison is flat as the mathematical expression. This is realized by using tensor index notation in programming. In particular, the reason why the loop structure corresponding to the Sum expression in Wolfram language does (define $R~___ (with-symbols {i j k l m} (+ (-(/~i_j_k x~l) (/~i_j_l x~k)) (-(.~m_j_k~i_m_l) (.~m_j_l~i_m_k)))))
Figure 2: Egison program that represents the formula in figure 1
R=Table [D[[[i,j,k] ], not appear in the Egison when expressing Γ m jk Γ i ml − Γ m jl Γ i mk is we use Einstein summation notation in Egison.
The part that we would like you to pay particular attention to in this example is the Egison program '(/~i_j_k x~l)' expressing ∂Γ i jk ∂x l in the first term on the right side. In Wolfram language, the differential function 'D' is applied to the tensor component, but the derivative function '/' is directly applied to the tensor in Egison.
In Egison, the differential function '/' is defined in an Egison program as a scalar function. When a tensor is given as an argument to a scalar function, the function is applied to each component of the tensor. Therefore, when defining a scalar function, it is sufficient to consider only a scalar as its argument. That is, in the definition of the '/' function, the programmer only needs to write the processing when the argument is a scalar value. Moreover, when defining the '/' function, programmers using Egison do not need to consider the case where the argument is a tensor. In spite of that, the program '(/~i_j_k x~l)' returns the 4th order tensor.
The program '(/~i_j_k x~l)' returns the 4th order tensor with superscript 'i', subscript 'j', subscript 'k', and subscript 'l' from left to right. Here, the superscript '~l' of 'x~l' is reversed and becomes the subscript '_l'. This is because the differential operator is a special function in the tensor analysis and the indices of the tensor applied as the denominator of ∂ ∂ is inverted upside down. We will discuss about that in detail in section 3.
Thus, we can naturally import tensor index notation including Einstein notation into programming if we clearly distinguish between tensor functions such as '.' and scalar functions such as '+' and '/', provide a mechanism for programmers to define both functions, and skillfully design the reduction rule of the tensor with indices. This paper explains this.
We explain the composition of this paper. Section 2 explains notation used in the existing computer algebra systems, the methods to realize that, and its problems. In section 3, we describe the notation proposed in this paper and a new method to realize that notation. In section 4, we describe the program to calculate the Riemannian curvature tensor in Wolfram language and Egison, and show how the expression is simplified by the method described in section 3. In the final section, we will summarize the contribution of this paper and future issues.
Existing Work on Index Notation
The existing methods to use index notation in programming can be roughly divided into two: a method that introduces special operators supporting index notation and a method to use tensor generation syntax.
In the first method that introduces special operators to support index notation, index notation is introduced as a DSL. By using this method, index notation can be represented directly in the program. However, there is a disadvantage that functions that can use index notation are only functions specially prepared to use index notation.
In the second method using the tensor generation syntax, we describe the computation of the tensor using a syntax such as the Table expression of Wolfram language which appeared in figure 3 . This method has the disadvantage that the description of the program becomes more complicated than the description using index notation, as we explained that in the previous section using figure 2 and figure 3. However, this method has an advantage that we can use an arbitrary function that is defined for scalar values for tensor operation as the differential function 'D' is used in figure 3.
Introduction of Index Notation as DSL
For existing work using this method, there are Maxima [max(2016) ] [Toth(2005) ], a computer algebra system that introduces index notation by extension library itensor, and [Åhlander(2002) ] that implements index notation on C++. These work introduces index notation by implementing two special functions '+' and ' * ' which support tensor index notation.
'+' is a function that sums the components of two tensors given as arguments. ' * ' is a function that takes the tensor product of the two tensors given as arguments and takes the sum of the trace if there are pairs of the superscript and subscript with the same index variable.
'+' and * ' take different actions on tensors with the same index combination. For example, in the following expression, programs corresponding to (1), (4), (5) are invalid. Since these formulas are meaningless in mathematics, it is natural to implement index notation in this way. Especially, [Åhlander(2002) ] can interpret the following expressions which are meaningless when dealing with a general coordinate system other than the Cartesian coordinate system. In [Åhlander(2002) ], (7) is interpreted the same as (3), and (8) is interpreted the same as (6). In the range dealing with Cartesian coordinates, the index can move up and down freely, so (7) and (3), (8) and (6) are equivalent, so such an interpretation is useful.
(8) Thus, in the existing work, the index rules of '+' and ' * ' for tensors are defined separately. However, we thought that '+' for tensors can be regarded as a function that computes the tensor product using '+' for scalars, and the function for computing the sum of the trace for reduction as shown in fugure 4. ' * ' for tensors is a function to calculate tensor product using ' * ' for scalars and calculate sum of the trace using '+' function for scalars. Introducing this idea eliminates the need to separately consider the index rules for '+' and ' * '. Therefore, there is an advantage that the index rules become simpler than existing work that have separate index rules for '+' and ' * ', respectively.
Even if this idea is introduced, formulas (2), (3), and (6) are interpreted correctly as before. However, the formulas, (1) and (4) that caused the errors in existing work do not cause errors in our interpretation. (5) still causes error since the function for calculating the sum of trace to contract the tensor is undefined for '+'. Thus, introduction of this idea leads to interpretation of meaningless expressions in this way, but in this paper, we prioritize to make the index rules more concise.
In addition, +, * to the tensor of the existing research is an operator prepared in the library etc. in advance for subscript notation, and it is necessary to directly edit the library in order to newly add other new tensor operations to the tensor is there. In addition, '+' and ' * ' for tensors of the existing work are special operators prepared in the library for index notation, so we need to edit the library directly to add new functions that support index notation. That is, it takes a lot of effort to define the original operaters for tensors.
There are important operations other than simply adding and multiplying two tensors in tensor analysis. For example, in tensor analysis, as we see '(/~i_j_k x~l)' in figure 2, we often differentiate the component of a tensor with the component of the other tensor. We explained this program represents the expression ∂Γ i jk ∂x l appeared in figure 1. It is a serious problem that programmers can not add such operations easily.
Introducing the above idea, we can solve this problem simply by adding a mechanism to programming languages to define a function for tensors that uses the function specified by programmers to calculate tensor product and the sum of trace for contraction. We can do that by adding a mechanism to parameterize functions used to calculate tensor product and the sum of trace for contraction, respectively. For example, we can define differentiation for tensors as a function that calculates a tensor product using a differential function for scalars and does not calculate a sum of trace for contraction.
In section 3, we discuss the way to introduce this mechanism into programming languages.
Tensor Generation Syntax
This method is mainly adopted in Wolfram language. Wolfram language has syntax, the Table[ Wolfram(2016c) ] expression, to generate a tensor. Using this syntax, we can use arbitrary functions to deal with tensors using a similar notation with index notation. Since this method has such advantages, a program(http://math.bu.edu/people/sr/articles/ComputationsChernSimonsS2xS3_July_1_2010.pdf) using this method is introduced when mathematicians calculate tensors for actual research. [Maeda et al.(2016) Maeda, Rosenberg, and Torres-Ardila]
In Wolfram language, the Table expression plays a major role in describing operations that deal with tensors. By using this syntax, almost all mathematical operations on tensors can be expressed.
For example, the expression A ij +B ij is expressed as follows. In the following examples, it is assumed that all dimensions corresponding to each index of the tensors are a constant 'M'. The expression A ij B kl is expressed as follows. In Wolfram language, it is possible to express both of addition of tensors and tensor product in a unified way using the Table expression . Not only that, we can use arbitrary functions as a operator for tensor product as the differential function 'D' is used in figure 3 . Thus, parameterization of tensor product described in section 2.1 is realized in the Wolfram language.
A program that contracts tensors is described by combining the Table and Sum expression. For example, the expression A ij T jkl is expressed as follow. Here, we can use another aggregate function instead of the Sum expression. That means, the parameterization of a function for contraction described in section 2.1 is also realized in Wolfram language.
In Wolfram language expressing tensor calculation by table generation syntax, both parameterization of tensor product and contraction are realized. However, it is impossible to modularize an operation whose behavior varies depending on the combination of indices of the tensors of the arguments such as ' * ' described in section 2.1. That is, we need to write the Sum expression nested in the Table expression every time to express such operations. This is because the tensor of Wolfram language does not hold index information, unlike the work explained in section 2.1. Therefore, the program becomes more complicated than the mathematical expression. Not only that, in Wolfram language, we do not specify explicitly whether tensor indices are superscripts or subscripts. We need to determine from the context whether the index of the tensor in a program is superscript or subscript.
A New Method to Import Index Notation into Programming
As mentioned in section 2, each existing method to import tensor index notation has its drawbacks. If we realize all of the following three functions at the same time, we can solve these drawbacks.
Symbolic indieces
We can use symbols as a index of tensors. We can pass a tensor as an argument of a function including index information of the tensor.
Parameterization of tensor product We can specify a function to use when calculating the tensor product by a parameter.
Parameterization of a function for contraction We can specify a function to use when calculating the sum of trace to contract tensors by a parameter.
In the work explained in section 2.1, the first function is realized, but the second and third functions are not realized. On the other hand, in the work explained in section 2.2, the second and third functions are realized, but the first function is not realized. Therefore, both of them have each disadvantage.
This section discusses the way to realize all of these functions simultaneously on programming languages. Figure 5 shows the list of syntax added to implement the proposed method in Egison. By implementing the same syntax, we can import index notation into programming languages other than Egison.
Grammar
tensor-map, contract, flip-indices, and generate-tensor are primitive syntax to deal with tensors. scalar represents scalar values such as numbers('1', '2', '(/ 3 2)') and expressions('(+ x y)', 'x^2', '(cos )').
In this section, we will explain the semantics of this grammar. 
Reduction Rules for Tensors with Indices
In order to introduce index notation into programming, it is necessary to consider the reduction rules of tensor with symbolic indices. As mentioned in section 2.1, the reduction rules of tensor indices for '+' and ' * ' are defined separately in the existing work. However, in our proposal, the reduction rules are simpler than them because we regard '+' as a function that calculates a tensor product using '+' for scalars and does not calculate a sum of trace for contraction.
In this section, we show the index reduction rules for a tensor with indices. First, we will explain the notation for expressing tensor in Egison. Egison expresses a tensor by enclosing its components with '[|' and '|]'. We express a higher-order tensor by nesting this description as we do for a n-dimensional array.
To access the components of a tensor, we add indices to the tensor. Subscripts are represented by ' ' followed by a natural number after the tensor. An arbitrary number of indices can be added to one tensor, though adding a larger number of indices than the rank of the target tensor results in an error. Now, we explain the mechanism to handle symbolic indices. We can use symbols as a index not only natural numbers. Egison is a computer algebra system and supports symbolic computation. Unbound variables are treated as symbols. We declare the index symbols of a tensor by using the symbols for the indices. If multiple indices of the same symbol appear, Egison converts it to the tensor composed of diagonal components for these indices. And, in that case, the leftmost index symbol remains. For example, the indices '_i_j_i' converts to '_i_j'. The index reduction rules so far are the same with the existing work [Åhlander(2002) ]. Let us consider a case where the same symbols are used for a superscript and a subscript. In this case, the tensor is automatically contracted using '+' in the existing research. On the other hand, Egison convert it to the tensor composed of diagonal components as the above examples. However, in that case, the summarized indices become a supersubscript, which is represented by '~'. Even when three or more indices of the same symbol appear that contain both of supersubscripts and subscripts, Egison converts it to the tensor composed of diagonal components for all these indices.
The reason not to contract it immediately is to make it able to parameterize the function for contraction, so that programmers can specify it. Components of supersubscripts can be contracted by using the contract expression. The contract expression receives a function to be used for contraction as the first argument, and a target tensor as the second argument.
(contract + [|11 22 33|]~_i) ;66
Scalar Functions and Tensor Functions
In this section we introduce the concept of two kinds of functions: scalar functions and tensor functions. This makes it possible to introduce parameterization of tensor product and contraction naturally into programming.
Tensor functions are functions that contract the tensors given as an argument, and scalar functions are the others. For example, the inner product of vectors and the matrix multiplication are tensor functions. For example, '+', ' -', '* ', and '/' are scalar functions.
We use the concept of two kind of parameters, scalar parameters and tensor parameters, to specify whether the function we defined is a scalar or tensor function. Like Scheme, Egison generates a function using the lambda expression. In the lambda expression, we add '$' or '%' to the beginning of the parameters. A parameter to which '$' prefixed is a scalar parameter. A parameter to which '%' prefixed is a tensor parameter.
As with ordinary parameters, when a tensor parameter obtains a tensor as an argument, the function treats the tensor as it is as a tensor. On the other hand, when a scalar parameter obtains a tensor as an argument, the function is applied to each component of the tensor. A function with scalar parameters is converted to a function only with tensor parameters by using the tensor-map function as follows. In this way, we can implement scalar parameters. As the name implies, the tensor-map function applies the function of the first argument to each component of the tensor given as the second argument. If the result of applying the function of the first argument to each component of the tensor given as the second argument is a tensor with indices, it moves those indices to the end of the tensor that is the result of evaluating the tensor-map function. We will see the example in the later part of this section.
We define the min function as an example of scalar functions. The min function takes two numbers as arguments, and returns the smaller one. The min function is defined without considering tensors as follow. The all parameters of the min function are scalar parameters, and '$' is appended to the beginning of the parameters. The function name '$min' is also prefixed by '$'. But it is just a custom of Egison. So it can be ignored since it is not related to scalar parameters and tensor parameters. This min function can handle tensors as arguments as described in section 3.4.
Please note that the tensor indices of the evaluating result are ' i j'. If the tensor-map function simply applies the function to each component of the tensor, the result of this program will be like '[|[|1 1 1|] j [|2 2 2|] j [|3 3 3|] j|] i'. However, as we explained above if the result of applying the function to each component of the tensor a tensor with indices, it moves those indices to the end of the tensor that is the result of evaluating the tensor-map function. This is the reason that the indices of the evaluating result are ' i j'.
The above evaluation result is equal to the result of specifying the min function as the operator of the tensor product. By defining a scalar function as described above, the parameterization of tensor product is realized without making programmers aware of it. Proposing the concept of scalar functions is one of the major contributions of this paper.
As an example of tensor functions, we define tensor multiplication that appeared in figure 2 in section 1. The all parameters of the '.' function are tensor parameters and '%' is appended to the beginning of the parameters.
(define $. (lambda [%t1 %t2] (contract + (* t1 t2)))) When a tensor with indices is given as an argument of a tensor function, it is passed to the tensor function maintaining its indices. By changing '*' and '+' appearing in the above definition to different functions, we can define a new tensor multiplication operator that uses the functions we specified to calculate tensor product and the sum of traces for contraction.
Since a tensor parameter is only used when defining a function that contract tensors, in most cases only scalar parameters are used.
Application of Scalar Functions to Tensors
In section 3.3, we introduced scalar parameters and tensor parameters, and explained the meaning of scalar functions and tensor functions. The definition of scalar functions in section 3.3 is highly compatible with the index reduction rules for a tensor with indices explained in section 3.2. In this section, we confirm this fact seeing various samples of a scalar function receiving indexed tensors as arguments.
In the following sample, the tensor that has the subscript 'i' and the subscript 'j' is applied to the scalar function '+'. If the indices of the tensors of the arguments are different like this, it returns the tensor product using the scalar function as the operator, as we saw it in section 3.3. Both arguments are vectors in the above two samples. Next, let us see samples where the arguments are higher order tensors as follows. We can generalize the above method even for high-order tensors. As mentioned in section 3.3, arbitrary scalar functions behave in the same way as the above samples.
The '/' function appeared in figure 2 in section 1 is also a scalar function. However, '/' is not a normal scalar function. '/' is a scalar function that inverts indices of the tensor given as its second argument. For example, the program '(/~i_j_k x~l)' returns the 4th order tensor with superscript 'i', subscript 'j', subscript 'k', and subscript 'l' from left to right.
To define scalar functions like '/', we use inverted scalar parameters. Inverted scalar parameters are represented by '*$'. The program that uses inverted scalar parameters is transformed as follow. Here, the flip-indices function is a primitive function to invert the indices of the tensor given as an argument upside down. Supersubscripts remain in supersubscripts even if they are inverted. We can see the definition of '/' at https://github.com/egison/egison/blob/master/lib/math/analysis In the following sample, we apply '/' to tensors. When writing a program that deals with high order tensors, the number of symbols used for indices increases. A dummy symbol is introduced to suppress that. '#' that appears in programs is a dammy symbol. All '#' are treated as different symbols. By using this mechanism, it becomes easier to distinguish indices that are important in the program, so the readability of the program also improves.
The idea of dummy symbols is not new. For example, there are syntax to generate local symbols in Wolfram languages and Maxima. [Wolfram(2016b) ] [sym (2016)] We can use these syntax to generate dummy symbols, though the main purpose of these syntax is to generate temporary symbols to substitute variables.
The novelty of this paper on dummy symbols is we prepared one-letter syntax '#' to generate dummy symbols and used that for the indices of tensors. This is a very simple idea, but since this notation is not used even in mathematics. We think this idea is new. Other computer algebra systems including Wolfram language handle the expression in the same way as the same indices are added to all arguments where indices are not specified.
[10,20,30] + [1,2,3] = [11, 22, 33] Egison selected the above specification to avoid making the interpreter complicated to complement the part where programmers omit the description.
Regardless of which specification is adopted, when a scalar function takes a scalar and a tensor as arguments, it performs as follows.
(+ [|1 2 3|] 10) ; [|11 12 13|] 
The with-symbols Expression
The with-symbols expression is syntax to generate new local symbols, like the Module expression in Wolfram language [Wolfram(2016b) ].
One-letter symbols which are often used as a index of tensors such as 'i', 'j', and 'k' are often used in the other part of the program, already. By generating local symbols using with-symbols expressions, we can avoid variable conflicts for such symbols.
The with-symbols expression takes a list of symbols as the first argument. These symbols are valid only in the expression given in the second argument of the with-symbols expression. If the evaluation result of the body of the with-symbols expression contains the symbols generated by that with-symbols expressions, it converts those symbols into the dummy symbols described in section 3.4. Due to this mechanism, the local symbols never appear in the result of the with-symbols expression. This mechanism makes it possible to use local symbols as indices of tensors that often remain in the evaluation result. 
Definitions of Tensor Functions
In this section, we define the function that calculates inner product of vectors and matrix multiplication.
We can define the function that calculates inner product as follow. This function is a tensor function becuase it contracts the tensor. (define $inner-product (lambda [%v1 %v2] (with-symbols {i} (contract + (* v1~i v2_i))))) Unlike the '.' function defined in section 3.3, this inner-product function assumes that no index is appended to the vectors given as arguments like '(inner-product [|1 2 3|] [|10 20 30|])'. Therefore, the index is appended in the function definition as 'v1~i' and 'v2_i'. If index is added to the vector given as an argument, it will be overwritten.
We can define the function to multiply matrices as follow. This function is a tensor function, too.
(define $mat-mul (lambda [%m1 %m2] (with-symbols {j} (contract + (* m1~#~j m2_j_#)))))
The mat-mul function also assumes that no indices are appended to the matrices given as arguments. Therefore, the indices are appended in the function definition as 'm1~#_j' and 'm2_j_#'. Please also note that dummy symbols are effectively used in this program. Without dummy symbols, the program '(* m1~#~j m2_j_#)' is represented '(* m1~i~j m2_j_k)'. That means we avoid to declare additional symbols 'i' and 'k' by using dummy symbols.
Thus, if we define a tensor function using with-symbols expressions, we can define functions that can be used without the knowledge of index notation.
Tensor Generation Syntax and Pattern-Matching
Egison has the generate-tensor expression that is tensor generation syntax having essentially the same meaning as the Table expression in Wolfram language. This syntax is even more powerful and make programs that initiate a complicated matrix simpler, when combined with nonlinear pattern-matching implemented in Egison [Egi(2014) ]. This section discusses about this.
The generate-tensor expression takes a function as the first argument and take the size of the tensor to be generated as the second argument. The number of arguments of the function of the first argument is equal to the rank of the tensor to be generated. Each component of the generated tensor is the result of applying the indices to the function of the first argument.
For example, a unit matrix can be initialized as follows.
As a more complicated example, the matrix to generate the N-bonacci sequence can be initialized as follows. The program calculating N-bonaci sequence using this matrix is open to the public at https://www.egison.org/math/tribonacci.html. We think that it is one of the evidences about the necessity of patternmatching with powerful expressive power as discussed in [Egi(2014) ] that patternmatching is useful to initialize complicated tensors in a simple way. We will not discuss this in more detail because it is not the main topic of this paper.
Calculation of Riemann curvature tensor
In this section, we write programs that calculate Riemannian curvature tensor [Fleisch(2011) ] [Schutz(1980) ] [Ollivier(2011)], the 4th order tensor that expresses the curvature of a manifold, in Wolfram language and Egison, and shows the advantages of our proposal. Figures 6 and 7 are the programs that calculate the Riemann curvature tensor of the torus with Wolfram language and Egison respectively. We can see the results of executing each program on https://github.com/egisatoshi/riemann-tensor.
In Egison, when binding a tensor to a variable, we can specify the type of indices with the variable name. For example, we can bind different tensors to '$g__', '$g~~', '$___', and '~__', respectively. This function is also implemented in the existing work described in section 2.1. This function makes variable names simpler in Egison than Wolfram language.
Except for that point, the parts of the programs to calculate the torus coordinates and the metric tensor are just different in the appearance of the syntax.
On the other hand, there are essential differences due to our proposal in the parts of the programs to calculate the local basis, Christoffel symbols of the first and second kind, and Riemann curvature tensor. This section explains these differences.
First of all, Wolfram language uses the Table expression for the program to calculate the local basis, but Egison has the flat description using scalar functions. The flip function used in the Egison program is a function to swap the arguments of a two-argument function. It is used to transpose the result matrix.
Next, let us see the parts of the programs to calculate Christoffel symbols of the first and second kind, and Riemann curvature tensor. They are defined as follow in mathematics.
The essential difference between figures 6 and 7 is that Wolfram language uses the Table expressions to represent the above three equations, whereas Egison uses index notation directly. In particular, in the part to calculate Riemann curvature tensor, the double loop which consists of the Table and Sum expressions appears in Wolfram language, whereas the Egison program is flat as the mathematical expression.
From the above discussion, we can conclude that Egison expresses the mathematical formula more directly than Wolfram language although there is no big difference in the number of lines of the program.
Conclusion

Contributions
This paper introduced index notation with the simpler index rules than the exisitng work. In addition, we made index notation available for arbitrary user defined functions by parameterizing the operator for tensor product and contraction. We also proposed that these parameteriation can be naturally realized by newly introducing the concept of two kinds of functions, scalar functions and tensor functions. At the same time, it also eliminates the need to consider the case where the argument is a tensor when defining scalar functions that occupies an overwhelming proportion in programs.
In addition, this paper shows the usefulness of a dummy symbol '#' and using it as a index of tensors. This idea makes it possible to reduce the number of symbols used as indices by replacing symbols that appear only once with dummy symbols '#'. Although it is a very simple idea, it improves the readability of mathematical formulas rather than existing mathematical notation because it highlights important indices.
Future Work
In this paper, we introduced several new syntax into the language to introduce the new concepts, scalar functions and tensor functions. However, we think it is possible to introduce the concepts of scalar functions and a tensor functions even using the static type system or the overloading function of object-oriented programming. For example, in a static type system, whether a function's parameter is a scalar parameter or a tensor parameter can be specified when specifying the type of the function. Although we could not discuss in this paper, it is interesting research topic to think about how to naturally incorporate the ideas proposed in this paper into the existing programming languages.
In particular, it is of great significance to incorporate this method into programming languages such as Formura [Muranushi et al.(2016) ] and Diderot [Kindlmann et al.(2016) ] that have a compiler that generates code to execute tensor calculation in parallel. For example, if this method can be incorporated into Formura, physical simulation by not only the Cartesian coordinate system but also general coordinate systems such as polar and spherical coordinate system can be described with a simple program.
By the way, index notation that is discussed in this paper is a notation invented over a century ago. Especially, it is famous that Einstein summation notation invented by Einstein when he is working for general relativity theory. In addition to index notation, there may be still a number of notation in mathematics that are useful, but not introduced in programming yet. There may also be notation that describes the formulas of existing theories more concisely, but mathematicians have not discovered yet.
We think it is very useful for researchers of programming languages who are familiar with many programming paradigms and can flexibly create new programming languages to learn a wider range of mathematics for the future of programming languages.
